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I N T E G R I T Y



Since Copeland Insurance Group first opened in 1962 it has  

been our commitment to conducting business with excellent 

customer service and integrity. As we strive to grow our  

business, we have not forgotten our commitment to integrity 

and the ever-increasing need for compliance. As a member of the 

Copeland Insurance Group team, you have helped us earn the 

trust and confidence of our clients, and business partners. With 

all of us committing to the ethical and compliance guidelines 

within this code we will achieve a level of excellence that will 

continue to set us apart and ensure our ongoing success.

Sincerely,

Mel Copeland

Mel Copeland
CEO | Copeland Insurance Group

A  M E S S A G E  
f r o m  o u r  C E O
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M I S S I O N  
S T A T E M E N T 

T O  H E L P  M E D I C A R E 
A N D  M E D I C A I D 
B E N E F I C I A R I E S  G E T 
T H E  M O S T  F R O M  T H E I R 
H E A LT H C A R E . 
From the beginning Copeland Insurance Group has proudly served the 

insurance needs of seniors, those on disability, individuals, families, 

and businesses throughout East Texas and beyond. Mel Copeland is 

committed to a personal, service-driven approach and has nurtured 

this tradition through his staff of like-minded professionals. We 

provide our customers with the best possible insurance protection at 

fair and reasonable prices. With that goal in mind we work with stable, 

financially sound, and nationally recognized insurance carriers that 

have proven their performance over the years. We strive to place our 

clients with the insurance that best meets their coverage and pricing 

needs. Our values provide an overall foundation for continued growth, 

helping define what we do and how to do our jobs well.
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The framework for conducting business at Copeland Insurance Group is 

contained in this Code of Conduct. It is our commitment to professional 

integrity, legal compliance and ethical conduct. The Code of Conduct acts as 

an umbrella under which all of Copeland Insurance Group’s other standards of 

conduct (such as those outlined in the Employee Handbook) or other policies and 

procedures operate.  

This Code gives us foundational values and standards and is built on the premise that we all 

know right from wrong.  This means making our decisions and choosing our actions based on 

what we know to be right, according to all applicable laws and regulations, and according to the 

policies and procedures we all agree to follow as associates of Copeland Insurance Group.  

The Code cannot contain all the rules, policies and procedures we are each expected to follow. It 

cannot outline every possible situation in which the right course of action is not crystal clear. But it 

does give concrete guidance in specific areas and guiding principles to consider in other situations.  

It should go without saying that we expect the highest standards of ethical conduct from every employee, 

board member, contractor, volunteer and other person affiliated with. Dishonesty of words or actions, or 

intent to defraud anyone of money, property or honest services will not be tolerated.  

COPELAND INSURANCE GROUP’S  
C O D E  o f  C O N D U C T

You are expected to represent Copeland  
Insurance Group honestly and accurately.

You are expected to act with integrity.

You are expected to treat others with respect — whether member, 
customer, co-worker, regulator, vendor, supplier or competitor.
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DEFINIT ION:  T H E  C O D E   

Throughout this document, references to the Code of Conduct or just "the Code" 

encompass Copeland Insurance Group’s commitment to a culture of integrity,  

and incorporates all applicable Federal and state laws, statutes, regulations and  

sub-regulatory guidance, contractual commitments, and policies and procedures.  

PUTTING  “T H E  C O D E” 
i nto  ACTION 

Employees, officers, board members, contractors, volunteers and other Copeland Insurance 

Group representatives are expected to conduct their responsibilities in compliance with this 

Code of Conduct. It is one of the ways we demonstrate—individually and as a company—that 

we are complying with the applicable federal and state standards, statutes, regulations,  

sub-regulatory guidance and contractual commitments.

If you become aware of a potential violation of this Code, the law or our policies—it is 

your duty to report it in a timely manner. If you are ever in doubt about the Code or 

potential violations of the Code, ask for help. Following this Code, which includes 

the Copeland Insurance Group’s compliance program, is everyone’s responsibility 

and enables us to deliver on our mission. 
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Your  P RO T E C T I O N S  
If you report a potential violation of this Code, your report will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by law 

and to the extent possible consistent with our obligation to investigate and resolve your report. 

Copeland Insurance Group maintains a strict policy of non-intimidation and non-retaliation for good faith participation 

in its Compliance Program, including, but not limited to, reporting potential issues, investigating issues, conducting 

self-evaluations, audits and remedial actions, and reporting to appropriate officials. Please know that if you report a 

possible or actual compliance issue in good faith, we will protect you. Any Copeland Insurance Group employee or 

Copeland Insurance Group representative who engages in intimidation and retaliation will be subject to disciplinary 

action up to and including termination. 

P R I N C I P L E S  of CONDUCT  

Copeland Insurance Group is committed to providing the highest level of service to all our customers. It starts with a 

commitment on all our parts to do our jobs right and to do them well. Beyond that, there are certain circumstances 

that arise with some frequency, so we have addressed them here. 
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CODE of CONDUCT  
V S . EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK  

If you’ve reviewed your Employee Handbook, some of what you read here should be familiar. Here’s the main 

difference between the two documents: The Code of Conduct reflects our values and directs the way we carry 

out our business. The Employee Handbook is much more specific—it defines the rules for our actions and 

activities. For example, in the Code we talk about respect for our coworkers and business colleagues. In the 

Handbook we detail our policies against discrimination and harassment.

P R E V E N T  HARASSMENT 

Copeland Insurance Group does not tolerate any form of harassment, which includes any type of verbal or physical 

behavior that is intimidating, threatening or demeaning (examples include racist, sexist or ethnic comments or jokes). 

Harassment is not only unacceptable in Copeland Insurance Group’s offices, but also in any other Copeland Insurance 

Group work setting, at any Copeland Insurance Group sponsored event, or when using Copeland Insurance Group’s 

electronic assets (e.g., email, voicemail and Internet access). Each of us must avoid engaging in any of this conduct, 

and if we observe it, report it to management or human resources. 
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C O N F L I C T  of  I N T E R E S T 
A conflict of interest is when employment outside of Copeland Insurance Group (or other activities or relationships) 

creates any actual, potential, or apparent conflict in your ability to do your job, and your ability to make an objective 

decision that is in Copeland Insurance Group’s best interest. Simply put, any such activities and relationships are not 

allowed without disclosing the potential conflict and obtaining consent beforehand from Copeland Insurance Group. 

Examples of such conflicts of interest include, but are not limited to:  

 Acting as a consultant, advisor, employee or independent contractor of  

     a Copeland Insurance Group competitor, customer or vendor.  

 Owning any significant interest (other than as a shareholder of a publicly traded company) in  

     any business or organization that does or seeks to do business with Copeland Insurance Group.  

 Using any company assets or resources for personal gain or advantage.

 Business dealings with relatives or close friends.

 Investments and financial interests in business partners.

If you face such a situation, discuss it with Compliance or Human Resources. By signing this Code of Conduct 

you attest that you are either free of any conflict of interest or that you have disclosed any potential conflicts of 

interest to Copeland Insurance Group. 

 IS  THIS A CONFLICT OF INTEREST?  
Q.   One of my vendors told me her company is hiring entry level employees and my recent college grad is  

       looking for a job. What is considered appropriate in this case?  

A.   You can ask your vendor who your grad should contact. Your son or daughter can then reference how  

       he/she found out about the job. But that’s the extent of it. You and your son or daughter has no right  

       to expect, and the vendor cannot offer or extend preferential treatment. 
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HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH WHEN IT COMES TO GIFTS?  
Q.   A vendor who does a lot of work for our department just offered my supervisor tickets to the Super Bowl. Can we accept?  

A.   Probably not. This type of gift has a very high value. Even if it’s purely a “thank you” gesture with no  

       strings attached, it could be misconstrued. Talk to your HR Director about it, or your Compliance Officer.  

HOSPITALITY OR ILLEGAL ACTIVITY?  
Q.   Some regulators will be on site next month and will be putting in full days at our offices. Can we provide lunch for them?  

A.   There are very strict guidelines regarding gifts and hospitality offered to government employees and public  

       officials. Please check with the Compliance Officer to make sure what we see as a friendly gesture will not  

       break any laws. 

INDUCEMENTS  

At Copeland Insurance Group, you are not to use 

any financial or other type of reward that could be 

construed as trying to induce:  

 Potential beneficiaries to enroll in a plan. 

 Employees and other licensed professionals  

     to deny or limit care. 

 Beneficiaries to commit fraud, waste or abuse.  

The use of incentives, bribes or kickbacks to induce such 

behavior is strictly prohibited by Copeland Insurance Group. 

 P O L I T I C A L  
A C T I V I T Y  and L O B B Y I N G  

Copeland Insurance Group employees are free to participate in and contribute to political organizations or 

campaigns.  You must, however, do so as an individual. You may not hold yourself out as a representative of 

Copeland Insurance Group in any of these types of activities, nor may you get reimbursed by Copeland Insurance 

Group for anything related to these activities.

IS  THIS A BUSINESS DINNER OR A POLITICAL EVENT?  
Q.   I bought tickets to a fundraising dinner for a local politician. I took a colleague and we did  
       discuss business. May I expense it?  
A.   No. Reimbursing you for funds given to a specific candidate would be the same as contributing  
       to his/her political campaign, which Copeland Insurance Group is not allowed to do.  

G I F T S . 
H O S P I T A L I T Y . 
E N T E R TA I N M E N T.  
Our business transactions with vendors, suppliers, 

contractors and other third parties must be free from 

influence and even the appearance of influence. In 

general, you cannot accept gifts and business acourtesies 

unless specific conditions are met. Most important is that 

there are no strings attached. If you wonder if a gift is 

appropriate check with your HR Director.
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PRIVACY and  
INFORMATION S e c u r i t y
Maintaining the privacy and security of  personal 
information that we collect, use or that is entrusted to our 
care is an essential, supportive component of  our mission 
and its commitment to integrity and ethical behavior.

C O N F I D E N T I A L I T Y  

We work in an industry that contains highly sensitive information—the confidentiality of 

which is also highly regulated. Every Copeland Insurance Group employee must be aware of 

what confidential and proprietary information is and maintain the security of both company 

and member information according to the rules, regulations, and sub-regulatory guidance 

provided by the government (as well as other legal and ethical standards). 

Confidential means that it is not appropriate for public knowledge; it may cause harm  

to an individual or organization if that information becomes public knowledge.                                                 

Proprietary means that it is related to or involves Copeland Insurance Group. Other 

companies and individuals would also have proprietary information specific to them.  

Copeland Insurance Group’s confidential and proprietary information is nonpublic  

information that is created, recorded, or used in support of Copeland Insurance Group 

business. It involves much of our daily work processes and outputs— including Copeland 

Insurance Group’s plans and strategies.  

Our members’ confidential and proprietary information is  

called “Protected Health Information,” or “PHI.”  
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C O P E L A N D  
I N S U R A N C E  G R O U P  
C O M PA N Y  
I n f o r m a t i o n 

In general, you should discuss proprietary information with co-workers on a “need-

to-know” basis. Your HIPAA (The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

of 1996) training included information on these two important concepts:  

 Role-Based Access means you have access to certain information depending on    

     the tasks you perform at Copeland Insurance Group. That same access may not  

     be granted to your co-worker.  

 Minimum Necessary Requirement means that you use or disclose only the  

     information necessary to satisfy a purpose or carry out a function.  

For requests for information from persons outside Copeland Insurance Group, 

follow your job-specific procedures for requesting and granting confidential 

information.     

A good guideline to use is that if it’s on the Copeland Insurance Group’s public 

website, then it’s public and you can direct any interested parties to that 

information. If you have questions on anything else, talk to your supervisor.  

You should never discuss any confidential information (HIPAA or otherwise) at all in 

social or routine business conversations. 
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Managing personal  
information is  
our daily  
responsibility.

P RO T E C T E D HEALTH Informat ion  
Protected Health Information, or PHI, is information that both identifies a member and relates  

to their past, present, or future health or condition, provision of care, or payment for care.   

Below are several examples of PHI.  If a unique identifier is coupled with any health care information, it is considered PHI. 

Identifiable Health Related Information  

 Member Name AND Case Management notes                                       

 Member ID Number AND a List of Current Medications  

 Member Email Address AND Medical Claim Information  

There are some Copeland Insurance Group employees who never or rarely come across PHI. For others, their jobs may revolve 

around processing PHI. Regardless, we are all responsible for protecting our members’ health information. You must always 

abide by your job-specific procedures for handling and protecting PHI. 

C O N V E R S A T I O N  o r  
C O N F I D E N T I A L  Informat ion?  
Q. At a family event a relative was asking me very specific questions about Copeland Insurance Group – about open 

enrollment and membership and what we learned at our latest employee meeting. What’s okay to share?  

A. Membership numbers are public information. Carriers include those on every press release. Where those numbers are 

relative to our goals, however, they are not public. Please ask if it’s okay to share something specific you may have learned.    
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IN GENERAL,  FOLLOW THESE PHI GUIDELINES  
 Be attentive to PHI that you may handle as part of your daily job.  

 Be aware of documents with PHI on shared printers, fax machines and copiers:  

 Take abandoned documents to your supervisor. 

 Immediately retrieve your own documents with PHI.  

 Don’t discuss PHI where others might hear

 Take great care to prevent any unauthorized disclosures.                                  

 Protect your passwords.  

 Lock your workstation — Strike at-the-same-time the Ctrl+Alt+Del keyboard buttons, and  

     then following that the “Enter” key when you leave your work station.  

 Do not compromise Copeland Insurance Group’s electronic assets:  

 Don’t connect personal devices to the Copeland Insurance Group network unless you have IT approval  

 Save information only to Copeland Insurance Group Network Drives.  

 Don’t open attachments with odd endings (i.e. “ese” or “vbs”) or from people you don’t know.  

 Report any suspected breaches of PHI to Copeland Insurance Group’s Compliance Officer.

Many employees have access to other member (and, for that matter, employee, agents,  

and vendor) information that, while not considered PHI, must also be kept confidential. 

WHAT DO I  DO ABOUT REPEATED REQUESTS?  
Q. My co-worker keeps asking me for more information than I think she needs to  

     do her job. Do I just keep saying no?  

A. Try to find out why she thinks she needs the information in question. If she needs it to do her job, then it is  

     appropriate. If not, then you need to remind her of Copeland Insurance Group’s PHI policy. If you can’t come  

     to agreement between the two of you, talk to your supervisor.  

WHAT CAN I  POST?  
Q. I’m a case manager and I love to post updates of some of my favorite members on my  

     Facebook page. Is this okay?   

A. No, it’s not. Remember, once you send information electronically, you have no control over where it will  

     end up. Your posts could inadvertently include PHI or company information about the services provided.                                                                                                                                        

                           

Q. I work with agents and get very frustrated with the demanding behavior of one of the agents I deal  

     with, so I posted a comment on Facebook regarding the experience I had with this agent. I didn’t  

     post the agents name. Is this okay?

A. Unfortunately, you are representing Copeland Insurance Group and your comment could have a negative 

     effect on Copeland Insurance Group’s reputation. You should resolve the problems you are having with this  

     agent through proper business channels.
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C O P E L A N D  I N S U R A N C E  
G R O U P  A S S E T S  
It’s easy to remember: If Copeland Insurance Group supplied it to you it is Copeland Insurance Group’s property and 

considered a Copeland Insurance Group asset. Be aware, too, that assets include more than just equipment and 

supplies. Copeland Insurance Group records, financial data, research results, business strategies, etc., are also assets 

to be protected. 

While it is Copeland Insurance Group’s responsibility to maintain equipment, it is your responsibility to take care of it 

and report any problems or issues.  

For the most part, Copeland Insurance Group property must remain on-site unless approval has been given to remove 

it— or it is part of your job function. It should go without saying that taking or using supplies, materials or equipment 

for personal use is dishonest and not allowed.                                  

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMS  a n d  S O C I A L  MEDIA 

The Copeland Insurance Group Compliance Plan includes a robust policy on the use of electronic communications 

systems and social media. Please read it thoroughly. This is an area that is growing and changing quickly so we simply 

cannot anticipate all challenges. But again, you can help ensure appropriate use by using Copeland Insurance Group’s 

electronic communications systems for business purposes only. For social media, make sure that your participation on 

external social media sites is done on your time and that you limit the references made to Copeland Insurance Group 

and our Carriers and the work you perform on behalf of.  

Copeland Insurance Group’s systems include computers, networking resources, email systems, voice 

systems and other computer-processed information. Each of  us has a responsibility to protect these 

systems and the information on them from improper access, damage or theft. 

Subject to local laws, Copeland Insurance Group may have the right to review all email and other 

electronic information to determine compliance with our Code and Principles and Company policies.
13



I N T E L L E C T U A L  P R O P E R T Y  

Intellectual property ranges from the Copeland Insurance Group logo to trade secrets to any programs you may 

have helped to develop. Like physical assets, intellectual property belongs to Copeland Insurance Group and must be 

used only as designated. When you leave and are no longer affiliated with Copeland Insurance Group, all Copeland 

Insurance Group property, resources and confidential information must remain with Copeland Insurance Group.   

Finally, Copeland Insurance Group also respects the confidential and proprietary rights and intellectual property of 

other companies and individuals. We abide by all applicable laws regarding copyright, trademarks, privacy and financial 

disclosures. We follow fair business practices, which mean we do not use improper channels to gather information 

about competitors, nor do we spread false information about them.  
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 An excluded person or entity is one that is not allowed to participate in Medicare, 

state Medicaid or any federal health care programs for any reason. Most 

commonly, these are individuals that have been found guilty of fraudulent billing 

or misrepresentation of credentials. Copeland Insurance Group cannot, directly or 

indirectly, employ or contract with any excluded person or entity.  Copeland Insurance 

Group must ensure that no persons or entities contracted or affiliated with Copeland 

Insurance Group are “excluded.” If a person or entity contracted with Copeland Insurance 

Group becomes excluded, Copeland Insurance Group must immediately remove such person 

or entity from any work related directly or indirectly on all Federal health care programs and 

take appropriate corrective actions up to and including termination of the person or contractual 

agreement. To read about our policy on this issue, please refer to Copeland Insurance Group’s 

policy regarding Office of the Inspector General (OIG) Excluded Individuals/Entities, General 

Services Administration (GSA) Excluded Parties and Medicare Opt-Out.

DEALING  with  an  
“ E X C L U D E D  P E R S O N  
o r  E N T I T Y ”  
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T h e  5  T H I N G S  
YOU NEED TO KNOW  
ABOUT C O M P L I A N C E  

1. We are all responsible for compliance and are obligated to report potential compliance issues.  

2. If you don’t understand something, speak up!  

3. If you suspect a compliance issue, report it  

4. All reports are investigated and treated confidentially.  

5. Anyone who makes a report in good faith will be protected from retaliation and intimidation.
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T h e  C O P E L A N D  I N S U R A N C E  G R O U P  
C O M P L I A N C E  P r o g r a m  
Copeland Insurance Group is contracted with Health plans that contract with certain federal 

and state government agencies to administer covered services for enrolled beneficiaries. 

The Health plans administer these services to enrolled beneficiaries in accordance with 

contractual and regulatory requirements as set forth by governing federal and state agencies. 

The Copeland Insurance Group’s Compliance Program helps ensure that we have systems 

and processes in place to be compliant with the laws, regulations, regulatory guidance and 

contract provisions that we are required to follow.  Everyone has a role to play in making our 

Compliance Program effective.  

Yo u r  R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S 
a n d  O B L I G A T I O N S  

The first step is to understand that you are responsible for and obligated to help prevent, 

detect and correct instances of potential non-compliance. To make sure we can recognize and 

properly handle potential non-compliance issues, Copeland Insurance Group is committed to:  

 All-employee compliance training

 Job-specific training and education. 

 Implementing our policies and procedures.  

 Enforcing our standards through disciplinary actions.                                                    

 Routine auditing and monitoring. 

 Communicating on general and specific compliance topics. 

 Proactively monitoring performance in meeting regulatory standards, and self-disclosing   
     non-compliance to carriers and federal and state regulators. 

P O T E N T I A L  
C O M P L I A N C E  I s s u e s  
Potential compliance issues exist when a business process or behavior does not follow or is 

inconsistent with the Code of Conduct, laws, regulations, sub-regulatory guidance, and/or 

policies and procedures.   
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F R AU D,  WA S T E ,  and A BU S E  (FWA)  
Fraud, waste and/or abuse are special types of potential compliance issues. FWA is a big problem in the Medicare/
Medicaid system and we are obligated to report any FWA issues we see in our day-to-day jobs.  FWA can be 
committed by providers, brokers, health plans, pharmacies, pharmacy benefit management companies, our 
members, and even our fellow employees.  

In addition, it is illegal to knowingly present, or cause to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim or statement to 
the government (False Claims Act). False claims, fraud, dishonesty, or criminal conduct of any sort, on the part of any 
employee, officer, director, or anyone doing business with Copeland Insurance Group will not be tolerated.

DO WE REPORT ON OUR MEMBERS?  
Q. I think a member let someone else use her Health Plan ID card. Should I call her to double check?  
A. No. This could be member fraud. So, report it, along with the details that made you suspicious in the first place.   

HERE IS THE DEFINITION OF FWA:  
Fraud: 
An intentional deception or misrepresentation made by a person with the knowledge that the deception    
could result in some unauthorized benefit to himself or some other person. It includes any act that constitutes fraud 
under applicable federal or state law.  

Examples: 
Double-billing, forging or altering prescriptions and billing for more expensive procedures than were provided.  

Waste: 
To use health care benefits or spends health care dollars in a careless or needless manner.  

Examples:  
Duplicative, inappropriate or unnecessary tests and procedures; preventable hospital readmissions; and medical errors.  

Abuse:  
Practices that are inconsistent with sound fiscal, business, or medical practices, and result in an unnecessary cost to 
the Medicare, Medicaid, or Carrier programs.  

Examples:  
Reimbursement for services that are not medically necessary or that fail to meet professionally recognized 
standards for health care.  

COPELAND INSURANCE GROUP’S FRAUD, 
WASTE,  and ABUSE (FWA) PROGRAM  
As part of the overall Compliance Program, Copeland Insurance Group performs self-monitoring, monitoring of our 
employees and downline and provide preventive training.  We conduct secret shops and ride-a-longs. We assist Carriers that 
conduct various anti-fraud activities as part of their FWA Program, which is administered by a special investigation unit (SIU). 
The purpose of the FWA Program is to increase awareness of and improve prevention, detection, and the investigation and 
(as necessary) prosecution of health care fraud. These efforts are making a difference. Every employee is trained on FWA 
when newly hired and must take a refresher course every year as part of the compliance required trainings. Our vigilance in 
this area can help protect Copeland Insurance Group and maintain the quality and affordability of health care.
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E X A M P L E S :
A PROVIDER MISTAKE OR MEMBER ABUSE?  
Q. I was processing a member claim and noticed the first name is different—the member is male but there’s a  
     woman’s name on the claim. The doctor’s office probably made a mistake, right?  
A. Don’t assume it’s a mistake—report it. The member may be trying to get reimbursed for care  
     someone else received.  

DELIVERING QUALITY CARE OR ABUSING THE SYSTEM?  
Q. I’ve noticed one physician orders extensive lab work regardless of the members’ diagnosis. Is he  
     just being extra thorough or is this an issue?  
A. You need to report this, so we can find out. Ordering and getting reimbursed for unnecessary  
     tests is provider abuse.  

WHAT IF I  SEE A BROKER MISREPRESENTING  
ONE OF OUR CARRIER’S PLAN?
Q. I was at a meeting with a broker and I learned that he misrepresented one of our carrier’s  
     plan to a member. What do I do?  
A. Bring this to your Compliance Officer’s attention immediately. If it was an honest mistake, that’s one  
     thing. If it’s a pattern of fraudulent behavior, that’s something very serious.

Q. What if I see a broker change a date on an enrollment application? Do I just pretend I didn’t see it?
A. It’s important to speak up any time you encounter something you believe might be against 
     the law, against a regulation, or otherwise unethical, even if the questionable conduct does  
     not affect you.

HOW TO REPORT A POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE  
ISSUE,  INCLUDING FWA?  
All employees, officers, Board Members and other persons affiliated with Copeland Insurance Group have a duty 
to immediately report potential compliance issues, which includes suspected fraud, waste and/or abuse. You 
have several ways to report a suspected violation:  

 Your supervisor—supervisors have an affirmative obligation to, in turn, report the suspected violation to  
     Human Resources and/or Compliance.  
 Human Resources Director or Copeland Insurance Group’s Compliance Officer.
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HOW DO I  KNOW IF SOMETHING IS  
A POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE ISSUE? 
A potential compliance issue exists when a business process or behavior does not follow or is inconsistent  
with this Code, laws, regulations, sub-regulatory guidance, and/or policies and procedures. One of the purposes 
of our compliance-related training classes and annual refresher courses is to help you identify these situations.

For example, if the carrier is required to notify all members of the changes in their benefits by October 1 of each year 
but it looks as if they do not get the information mailed until October 15—that’s a potential compliance issue.  

WHAT IF I  DON’T UNDERSTAND A  
RULE OR REGULATION?  
Not understanding does not excuse you from complying. If you don’t fully understand a rule, regulation, policy or 
procedure: Speak up! There are several ways to get clarification:  

1. Submit your question to compliance@copelandgroupusa.com  The Compliance staff will respond.  
2. Ask the Compliance Officer.  
3. Ask your HR director.  

WHAT DO I  DO IF I  SUSPECT A  
POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE ISSUE?  
We embrace the concept of shared compliance at Copeland Insurance Group. That means we are all responsible 
for it, regardless of job title or responsibilities. If you suspect a compliance issue, you are obligated to report it as 
soon as possible. You do not have to find out many details, but you do need to have the basic facts: who, what, 
when, and where. Then report it through one of the avenues listed here.  

HOW DO I  REPORT A COMPLIANCE ISSUE?  
Report the issue to your supervisor—unless of course it is your supervisor who is involved. If that’s  
the case, then use any of these other ways to report:  

1. Your supervisor—supervisors have an affirmative obligation to, in turn, report the suspected  
violation to the Compliance officer.  

2. Human Resources Director  
3. Copeland Insurance Group Compliance Mail Box: compliance@copelandgroupusa.com 
4. The Copeland Insurance Group Compliance Officer                                                  
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WHAT HAPPENS IF I  DON’T REPORT SOMETHING THAT 
TURNS OUT TO BE A COMPLIANCE ISSUE?  
You are obligated to report. If you have been through [FDR] compliance training—and you are required to 
go through it both as a newly hired employee and annually thereafter—you will be able to identify potential 
compliance issues. If you do not report a situation that you reasonably should have identified as a potential 
compliance issue, you will be subject to disciplinary action. That’s why we make it as easy as possible for you 
to report potential compliance issues. As noted here, you have several ways to report and can even do so 
anonymously.  

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER I  REPORT  
A POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE ISSUE?  
To most of your co-workers and other employees it may seem like nothing is happening. But every reported 
issue will be investigated. Documents are reviewed, the people involved are interviewed, and you may be 
asked for additional, clarifying information. The results of the investigation may be presented to the Copeland 
Insurance Group’s compliance committee, the CEO, and/or the Copeland Insurance Group’s board.  The actions 
taken because of the investigation will depend on the severity of the issue. It could be something as simple as 
implementing a new policy or procedure. Or it could include disciplinary action up to and including immediate 
termination of those involved. 

WILL I  BE TREATED DIFFERENTLY IF I  REPORT A 
POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE ISSUE? NO, YOU WILL BE 
PROTECTED FROM RETALIATION.
No. There should be no difference in your workplace duties, responsibilities or relationships. In fact, Copeland 
Insurance Group has a policy against retaliation and intimidation. Copeland Insurance Group will not tolerate 
anyone retaliating against you or trying to intimidate you when you have reported something in good faith. 
(On the flip side, however, knowingly making a false report is a very serious issue—one that will be addressed 
through disciplinary action up to and including termination—so “in good faith” is the key here.) If you feel you are 
being retaliated against or intimidated, contact Human Resources or the Compliance Officer. 
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MAY I  JUST SUBMIT AN ANONYMOUS REPORT  
AND BE DONE WITH IT?  
You may report compliance concerns anonymously to the Copeland Compliance email box  
at compliance@Copelandgroupusa.com

When sending emails to the compliance email box, you must send the email from an email account outside of 
the Copeland Insurance Group company email system to maintain privacy. Copeland Insurance Group takes 
compliance matters seriously and, as such, all reported concerns will be investigated by the Compliance Officer 
or other appropriate areas.

WHY DO I  HAVE TO TAKE COMPLIANCE  
TRAINING EVERY YEAR?  
Compliance—meeting our legal and contractual requirements—is not an option for Copeland Insurance Group. 
Annual compliance training is a requirement of our Medicare Advantage contracts. That makes it a requirement 
for Copeland Insurance Group employees. If you don’t complete and maintain your training, you will be subject 
to disciplinary action. Because regulations and requirements change, we work to keep the training up-to-date 
and relevant. The better trained you are, the better you will be able to spot potential compliance issues and 
know what to do once you see them.  

WHAT OBLIGATIONS DO I  HAVE AS A MANAGER?  
Q. One of my employees just came to me with something he thinks is a potential compliance issue. I’m not sure 
it is. What do I do?  

A. Talk to your supervisor to get clarification. Or, if you prefer, you or the employee who brought it to your 
attention can report it through various means mentioned previously. The employee did the right thing by 
reporting it to you, so it is your responsibility and affirmative obligation to report the suspected violation to 
Compliance and/or Human Resources.  

Copeland Insurance Group encourages everyone to report suspected Fraud, Waste 
and Abuse or any violation of  this Code. Copeland Insurance Group will not 
tolerate anyone retaliating against you or trying to intimidate you when you have 
reported something in good faith.



It is not possible for the Code to anticipate and address all 

workplace conducts and situations. Copeland Insurance 

Group maintains additional policies and guidelines that 

may provide further guidance on matters in the Code or 

address conduct not covered by the Code.
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Compliance@Copelandgroupusa.com | 1203 W. Loop 281, Longview, TX 75604

PLEASE SIGN AND DATE THE FOLLOWING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM. 

The Copeland Insurance Group Code of Conduct: Our Principles of Ethics and Integrity is a guide 

and reference that helps us perform our daily operations and job responsibilities in accordance 

with the highest standards of ethical behavior. Our reputation and success depend on each one 

of us understanding the values within this code and choosing to incorporate them into all that we 

do. We strive to create a work environment where everyone feels comfortable raising questions 

without fear of retaliation. 

Thank you for taking the time to read our Code of Conduct and for applying the values that protect 

our clients, business partners, employees and representatives. Your commitment to the values of this 

code will continue to earn our clients trust and insure our success as we strive to help our clients live 

healthier lives by providing them healthcare choices and excellent customer service.

Sincerely,

Cathy Gatlin
Cathy Gatlin

Vice President & Chief Compliance Officer | Copeland Insurance Group

T h e  R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
B E L O N G S  t o  
E A C H  O F  U S .

Date: 6/5/2018 

Committee Approval Date: 7/26/2018 

Last Reviewed: 12/20/2018 
Most Current Revision Date:



N O T E S :
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A C K N O W L E D G M E N T
• I have received Copeland Insurance Group’s Ethics and Compliance training and have access to a copy of our Code of Conduct.
• I have read the Code of Conduct and understand its purpose and how it applies to me.
• I agree to comply with the Code of Conduct.
• I understand that strict adherence to Copeland Insurance Group’s policies and procedures is a condition of employment, and 

Copeland Insurance Group may take corrective action, including termination, for violations of such policies and procedures, 
including but not limited to the following:

 — The Code of Conduct   — Copeland Insurance Group’s policies and procedures
 — Applicable laws and regulations  — Terms and guidelines of all government health care contracts
 — Failure to report instances of non-compliance with the Code of Conduct

• I understand that a component of my annual performance review includes adherence to the Code of Conduct, policies and 
procedures, laws and regulations, terms and guidelines of government health care contracts, as applicable.

• I have a responsibility to discuss the importance of the Code of Conduct with associates whom I supervise, as applicable.
• I acknowledge that I have access to or can ask for Copeland Insurance Group’s policies and understand that I am responsible 

for reading and abiding by the policies and procedures listed therein and as amended from time to time.
• I understand and acknowledge that the Copeland Insurance Group reserves the right to monitor my Internet access or 

usage, telephone conversations or transmissions, and electronic mail or transmissions. I further acknowledge and understand 
that I should have no expectation of privacy in emails stored on or passing through the company’s email system, in my access 
or usages of Company assets, or in my usage or access to any other Company system. I also acknowledge and understand 
that my access or usage of Company systems is at the discretion of the Company and may be revoked at any time.

• I understand that reporting suspected or observed misconduct or other ethical concerns is a condition of employment. 
Reports and questions can be directed to my Department Manager, Human Resource, or the Compliance Officer.

C O N F I D E N T I A L I T Y  S TAT E M E N T
I recognize that during my employment at Copeland Insurance Group, I may have access to confidential, proprietary, 
private and/or material nonpublic information. Confidential, proprietary, private, and/or material nonpublic information 
includes, but is not limited to: medical, health and financial information about customers and their dependents; 
information not publicly available about Copeland Insurance Group’s operations, associates, plans, development, financial 
information, purchasing, marketing, sales, contracts, costs, pricing, improvements, ideas (whether patented or not) 
that are related to Copeland Insurance Group’s activities; personnel records including but not limited to information 
about associates’ salaries, benefits, medical information and other personnel matters; and information about business 
customers, agents, and clients.

I understand that I am to protect the confidentiality of such Confidential Information that I have access to or am in 
possession of, both inside and outside of the physical locations of company offices, and that I will not directly or indirectly 
use or disclose this confidential, proprietary, private, and material nonpublic information unless permitted under Copeland 
Insurance Group’s policies.

I agree that all Copeland Insurance Group files and other records or data of Copeland Insurance Group in any form are 
the exclusive property of Copeland Insurance Group, and I further agree that upon termination of my employment, I will 
return to the company all manuals, letters, notes, notebooks, reports, customer or prospect lists, lists of employees, data, 
information or files which were in my possession or control during the term of my employment.

I understand that these obligations continue after my employment with Copeland Insurance Group ends. I understand 
that unauthorized disclosure of information may subject me to immediate termination and possible criminal and civil 
penalties.

Printed name 
(please print clearly) 

Signature              Date 
(please sign clearly) 





N O T E S :
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1.800.220.8899
www.copelandgroupusa.com

E M A I L
Compliance@CopelandGroupUSA.com 

H E A D Q U A R T E R S
1203 W. Loop 281, Longview, TX 75604


